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Objectives 

1. Generate gene editing constructs targeting 
SWEET genes 

2. Transformation of constructs 
3. Assess transgenic lines for gene editing 
4. Send lines to UCR for future HLB testing 

Problem and Significance 

One approach to generate citrus varieties that show 
increased tolerance or resistance to huanglongbing 
(HLB) disease is to ‘edit’ genes that are involved in 
susceptibility using Crispr-Cas9 gene editing 
approaches. Upon HLB infection in citrus, several 
SWEET genes are upregulated, which in turn is 
thought to benefit pathogen growth and thus 
increase susceptibility to the disease. In other crop 
species (eg rice, cassava) downregulation of 
SWEET gene activity results in resistance to a range 
of bacterial pathogens. Thus, downregulating 
SWEET gene activity in citrus is a promising 
approach to generate HLB resistance or tolerance. 
Our project aims to downregulate the SWEET10, 
SWEET13 and SWEET15 genes, singly and in 
combination, in Carrizo citrange and in Limoneira 8A 
Lisbon lemon using Crispr-Cas9 gene editing 
approaches we have developed for use in citrus.   
Using gene editing approaches provides a means to 
develop varieties that retain their original qualities, 
but have introduced into them value-added traits 
such as disease resistance, improved yield, and 
inproved fruit quality, and other traits of interest to 
citrus growers. 

Benefit to Industry 

Developing one or more lemon lines that have been 
edited for SWEET gene activity will be of direct 
benefit to the California lemon industry. The lemon 
lines arising from this project will be validated, and 

can then be assessed for their susceptibility to HLB. 
The engineering of lemon with loss of function for 
one to three SWEET genes that are candidates for 
being involved in disease susceptibility could 
provide a new paradigm for how to combat HLB. 
These approaches should provide better tools for 
accelerating genetic engineering of citrus, and may 
define specific mechanisms to confer tolerance to 
HLB. Furthermore, our development of a multiplex 
Crispr-Cas9 gene targeting approach provides a 
resource and methodology to engineer a wide range 
of different traits into specific varieties. 

Progress Summary 

Objective 1: Generate gene editing constructs 
targeting SWEET genes: We have completed this 
aim, generating gene editing constructs that target 
one, two or three of the SWEET genes, alone or in 
various combinations. The vector we have 
developed contains both kanamycin resistance and 
GFP markers to rapidly identify transgenic events. 
Each generated construct has been validated 
through sequencing.  These gene editing vectors are 
now being utilized for transformations (Objective 2). 

Objective 2: Transformation of constructs: This goal 
is the most time consuming and labor-intensive part 
of the project. We are introducing each of the gene 
editing constructs into Carrizo citrange and 
Limoneira 8A Lisbon lemon using Agrobacterium-
mediated transformation approaches in hypocotyl 
tissue culture explants.  To date, we have generated 
271 lines in Carrizo citrange (targeting all three 
SWEET genes alone and in combination) and have 
started the transformations in lemon. In addition, we 
have recently developed an in planta approach for 
lemon transformation, which significantly reduces 
the labor involved in transformation, as well as 
shortening the time needed to identify positive lines.  
Using this in planta approach, to date we have 
generated four lemon lines (2 targeting SWEET10, 
1 targeting SWEET15, and 1 targeting SWEET10, 
SWEET13 and SWEET15 simultaneously).   

Objective 3: Assess transgenic lines for gene 
editing: The Carrizo citrange lines that we have 
already generated are currently being validated via 
sequencing.  Any lines not having a bone fide edited 
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SWEET gene will be discarded. We will use 
validated Carrizo citrange lines for more in depth 
phenotypic analyses including assessing leaf 
morphology, growth habit, and photosynthetic 
capability. In addition, using Carrizo citrange gene 
edited lines, we will assess cross sections of stems 
to determine if vascular system differentiation is 
affected. We will also assess lemon transgenic lines 
via sequencing once these plantlets are well 
established.  Validated lemon lines will be grown for 
eventual budwood propagation and further testing.  

Objective 4: Send lines to UCR for HLB testing: We 
will send rooted cuttings or budwood explants of 
validated lemon lines to UCR for maintenance and 
future testing.  We are currently discussing the 
timing and permits needed to ship such material, for 
shipping in about a years time. 
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